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Abstract In this paper we introduce two kinds of fuzzy histograms on the basis of
fuzzy colors in a fuzzy color space and the notion of gradual number by Dubois and
Prade. Fuzzy color spaces are a collection of fuzzy sets providing a suitable, con-
ceptual quantization with soft boundaries of crisp color spaces. Gradual numbers
assign numbers to values of a relevance scale, typically [0,1]. Contrary to convex
fuzzy subsets of numbers (called fuzzy numbers, but corresponding to fuzzy inter-
vals as an assignment of intervals to values of [0,1]), they provide a more precise
representation of the cardinality of a fuzzy set. Histograms based on gradual num-
bers are particularly well-suited for serving as input to another process. On the con-
trary, they are not the best choice when showing the information to a human user.
For this second case, linguistic labels represented by fuzzy numbers are a better al-
ternative, so we define linguistic histograms as an assignment of linguistic labels
to each fuzzy color. We provide a way to calculate linguistichistograms based on
the compatibility between gradual numbers and linguistic labels. We illustrate our
proposals with some examples.
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1 Introduction

Histograms are the basis of many techniques for image restoration, enhancement,
segmentation, retrieval, etc. In principle, a color histogram is defined as a function
h(ck) = nk whereck = [x,y,z] is a color andnk is the number of pixels in the image
having the colorck . It is common to normalize a histogram by dividing each of its
values by the total number of pixels, obtaining the frequency of occurrence of a
colorck .

This simple approach has the drawback that a color space is not representative
of the collection of colors we can distinguish and identify.In addition, the values
nk use to be very low because there are many colors in a crisp color space, and it
is easy to find small color variations in real images. Since inpractice many of the
colorsck are indistinguishable for us, a solution is to use an histogram defined on
groups of indistinguishable colorsCk, in which the associated number of pixels is
h(Ck) = ∑ck∈CK

nk. The collection of groups of colorsC1 . . .Cn defines a partition
(quantization) of the color space employed.

Many approaches for defining the quantization of the color space are available
in the literature. In this work we are interested in fuzzy approaches [10, 12, 14,
21, 24, 19, 20], in which each group of colors is in fact a fuzzysubset of colors,
called afuzzy color, and the whole collection of colors defining a fuzzy partition of
the color space is called afuzzy color space. This approach has the advantage that
it is able to represent the fact that indistinguishability is a fuzzy, gradual concept
for we humans, i.e. for us, colors are indistinguishable to acertain degree. Crisp
boundaries inherent to crisp quantization are counterintuitive for us. In addition,
both the (fuzzy) quantization and the histograms are less sensitive to small variations
of the boundaries

In the literature there are several proposals which define histograms over a set
of fuzzy colors [4, 9, 15, 16]. One drawback of most of these proposals is that they
work only with intensities. In addition, the counting of fuzzy colors is performed by
using the sigma-count (i.e., the sum of membership degrees). However, the sigma-
count is not a suitable measure of cardinality in many applications, as it has been
recognized by several authors [8]. Proposals based on the sigma-count summarize
the counting into a single number, so they do not represent the fuzziness of the count
itself.

In [1], we introduced an approach to fuzzy histograms based on the concept of
fuzzy natural number introduced in [3]. This approach represented a kind of com-
promise between precision and understandability. In this work we introduce two
approaches, a numerical one intended to provide a more accurate representation of
cardinalities on the basis of gradual numbers, and a linguistic one obtained from the
previous one, intended for improving understandability atthe cost of precision.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we recall the notion
of fuzzy color space. Different approaches to fuzzy cardinality and their suitability
for histogram representation on fuzzy color spaces are discussed in section 3. We
introduce our new histograms and some examples in section 4.Finally, the main
conclusions and future works are summarized in section 5.
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2 Fuzzy color spaces

In order to represent the semantic compatibility between crisp colors and linguistic
color terms, in [20] we introduce the following definitions of fuzzy color and fuzzy
color space on a generic crisp color spaceXYZ with domain of components being
DX , DY , andDZ:

Definition 1. [20] A fuzzy color C̃ is a linguistic label whose semantics is repre-
sented in a color spaceXYZ by a normalized fuzzy subset ofDX ×DY ×DZ.

Definition 2. [20] A fuzzy color spacẽXYZ is a set of fuzzy colors̃C1, . . . ,C̃m that
define a fuzzy partition ofDX ×DY ×DZ, i.e., that satisfies:

1.
⋃

{1,...,m} sup(C̃i) = XYZ, i.e., the union of the support of thẽCi covers the whole
space.

2. ker(C̃i)∩ ker(C̃ j) = /0 ∀i 6= j, i.e., the kernels of thẽCi andC̃ j are pairwise dis-
joint.

3. ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} ∃c ∈ XYZ such thatC̃i(c) = 1, i.e., there is at least one object
fully representative of the fuzzy color̃Ci.

Condition 3 is always verified by definition of fuzzy color. Condition 1 implies
∀c ∈ XYZ ∃i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such thatC̃i(c) > 0. Conditions 2 and 3 implỹCi 6⊆ C̃ j

∀i 6= j.
In [20] we proposed several fuzzy color spaces using color names provided by the

well-known ISCC-NBS system [11]. ISCC-NBS provides several color sets in the
form of sets of pairs (linguistic term, crisp color). Using the methodology introduced
in [20], we calculate for each color set a fuzzy color space onthe basis of a Voronoi
diagram of the crisp color space, calculated using the crispcolors of the set of pairs
considered. The Voronoi diagram is a crisp partition corresponding to the 0.5-cut
of the fuzzy colors. The kernel and support of each fuzzy color is obtained as a
scaling with parametersα andβ respectively, withα < 1 < β , and guaranteeing
the conditions in definition 2. The membership functions of the fuzzy colors are
obtained on the basis of distances in the crisp color space. For more details see [20].

In [20], we have obtained three fuzzy color spaces on the basis of the sets of
color names Basic (13 colors), Extended (31 colors) and Complete (267 colors) in
the RGB color space. For instance, the Basic set has color names corresponding to
ten basic color terms (pink, red, orange, yellow, brown, olive, green, blue, violet,
purple), and 3 achromatic ones (white, gray, and black). Thecorresponding repre-
sentative crisp colors are shown in figure 1, together with a rough view of the core,
the alpha-cuts of level 0.5, and the support of some fuzzy colors in the fuzzy color
space obtained from ISCC-NBS Basic in [20]. We are not showing examples of the
fuzzy color spaces for the sets Extended and Complete because of the lack of space.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 1 Part of the RGB fuzzy color space obtained in [20] from the ISCC-NBS Basic set of colors.
(a) ISCC-NBS Basic set of colors (representative crisp color and color name). (b) Situation of the
representative crisp colors in the RGB color space. (c) Volumes of colors in the 0.5-cut for the
fuzzy colorsyellow, blue, green, andgray obtained from the Voronoi diagram in the RGB cube.
(d) Volumes of colors in the kernel of the same fuzzy colors. (e) Volume of colors in the support of
the fuzzy coloryellow. (f) Superimposed views of part of the surfaces of the volumes of colors in
the kernel (most internal), 0.5-cut (middle) and support (most external) for the fuzzy coloryellow.

3 Cardinality of fuzzy sets

In order to define histograms on the basis of fuzzy color spaces, we need to cope with
the problem of cardinality of fuzzy sets, since the set of pixels painted in a certain
fuzzy color is in fact a fuzzy set whose cardinality must appear in the histogram.
In this section we recall the most employed approaches for solving the problem
of cardinality of fuzzy sets, and we discuss on their advantages and disadvantages,
particularly in the definition of histograms.
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3.1 Scalar cardinalities

In these approaches, the cardinality of a fuzzy set is a crispnumber, either real or
integer [22]. The most employed cardinality for fuzzy sets is the scalar sigma-count,
defined for any fuzzy setF : X → [0,1] as

sc(F) = ∑
x∈X

F(x) (1)

However, the sigma-count is not a suitable measure of cardinality in many ap-
plications. In fact,sc was introduced as a measure ofenergy of a fuzzy set [13].
Sigma-count is counterintuitive sincesc is not a natural number in general. Even if
the result is a natural number, we can obtain the same result in very different situ-
ations, thus loosing information. This is the case if we consider two situations like
having 100 pixels compatible with a color̃C to a degree 0.1, and having 10 pixels
compatible withC̃ to a degree 1; in both cases, the result of the sigma count ap-
plied to the fuzzy set of pixels compatible with̃C is 10. Some alternatives consider
in the addition only values above a certain threshold, but this does not solve other
problems, as we shall see.

3.2 Fuzzy numbers

The next approach in popularity is to consider that the cardinality of a fuzzy set is
a fuzzy number, i.e., a normalized, convex subset of the realline or the nonnegative
integers [5, 22]. However, in [2] we showed that in some casesthis is counterintu-
itive. Consider for example the fuzzy set given byA = 1/x1+0.5/x2+0.5/x3. The
cardinality ofA could be one (becausex1 belongs toA for sure) or, if we relax our
criterion to accept elements inA, the cardinality could be three (acceptingx2 andx3

belong toA as well). However, the cardinality cannot be two, since ifx2 ∈ A then
x3 ∈ A and vice versa. This way, the cardinality is not convex. In addition, this ex-
ample illustrates that the sigma-count is not always a good measure sincesc(A) = 2.

Several authors have related this issue to the idea that the possible cardinalities
of a fuzzy set are the cardinalities of itsα-cuts, since these are the possible crisp
representatives of the fuzzy set, and hence that should be the support of the fuzzy
cardinality [2]. In our previous example the possible cardinalities ofA are 1 or 3
since its possibleα-cuts are{x1} and{x1,x2,x3}. Several alternative proposals that
comply with this idea are available [23, 2]. In [1] we introduced histograms on
fuzzy color spaces in which the cardinality associated to each fuzzy color was a
fuzzy subset of the naturals calculated by using methodED, proposed in [2]. This
fuzzy set is not convex in general. We will see an example later.
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3.3 Gradual numbers

In [7], Dubois and Prade introduced the ideas of gradual element and gradual num-
ber as a way to represent fuzzy quantities. Gradual numbers assign numbers to val-
ues of a relevance scale, typically [0,1]. The cardinality of a fuzzy set can be repre-
sented by a gradual number in which the cardinality of theα-cut of the fuzzy set is
assigned toα.

Following the notation in [17], a gradual (real) number is a pair (Λ,R) where
Λ ⊂ (0,1] is finite, andR : (0,1]→ R. LetRRL be the set of gradual real numbers.
Operations are extended as follows:

Definition 3. Let f :Rn →R and letR1 . . .Rn be gradual numbers. Thenf (R1, . . . ,Rn)
is a gradual number with

Λ f (R1,...,Rn) =
⋃

1≤i≤n

ΛRi (2)

and,∀α ∈ Λ f (R1,...,Rn)

R f (R1,...,Rn)(α) = f (RR1(α), . . . ,RRn(α)) (3)

Gradual numbers offer several advantages. First, they don’t introduce impreci-
sion in the cardinality, since eachα-cut is assigned a crisp number. On the contrary,
the α-cut of a fuzzy number is an interval where the cardinality isassumed to be,
and hence it is an imprecise representation of the cardinality. Hence, the so-called
fuzzy numbers are in fact fuzzy intervals [6]. Another advantage with respect to
fuzzy numbers is that gradual numbers have the same algebraic structure as or-
dinary numbers, whist fuzzy numbers satisfy the propertiesof interval arithmetic
only. In addition, gradual numbers do not increase imprecision of the representation
with operations, even to the extent that operations on gradual numbers may yield
crisp numbers. In particular, it is always the case that for any gradual numbera,
a− a = 0, a/a = 1 (provideda 6= 0), etc. They are hence a precise and very useful
representation when the cardinality is to be employed in anycalculation.

However, gradual numbers are not as intuitive as fuzzy numbers when the car-
dinality is to be expressed to a human user. In particular, itis difficult to provide a
linguistic label describing precisely a gradual number. Another disadvantage is re-
lated to the space needed for representing a gradual number,and the time needed for
arithmetic calculations, both being proportional to the number ofα-cuts employed.
In practice, only a finite number of cuts is necessary, corresponding to levels in the
representation of the gradual number, see [17].

3.4 Fuzzy cardinality and histograms on fuzzy color spaces

Summarizing, we conclude the following:
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• Scalar cardinalities are not accurate representations of the cardinality. They can
be seen as summaries of the real cardinality, either by discarding the cardinality
of all but one of theα-cuts, or by providing the center of gravity, like in the case
of the sigma-count (this interpretation is given in [2]).

• Fuzzy numbers represent restrictions, linguistic concepts on numbers, but are not
well suited for providing accurate representations, sincethe latter are non-convex
in general [2]. Their arithmetics is an arithmetic of restrictions (fuzzy intervals),
that is not appropriate for representing cardinalities that are to be employed in
further calculations. On the contrary, they are the best choice for summarizing
the cardinality into a linguistic term to be provided to human users (losing infor-
mation and accuracy, but less than scalar cardinalities).

• Gradual numbers are the most accurate representation of cardinality, and the best
choice for representing cardinalities to be used in furthercalculations. They are
not the best choice for giving results to the user.

In [1] we employed non-convex fuzzy subsets of the non-negative integers for
defining fuzzy histograms. This approach represents a compromise between the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of using fuzzy numbers and gradual numbers. In this
paper, we propose to define two kinds of histograms: one basedon gradual num-
bers, to be used in practice by the computer for image processing, and an approxi-
mation of this histogram by means of linguistic labels (fuzzy numbers) in order to
give information to the user. These are introduced and illustrated in the next section.

4 New Histograms on Fuzzy Color Spaces

4.1 Gradual histogram

Definition 4. A gradual color histogram is a functionhG that assigns a gradual num-
ber to every fuzzy color in a fuzzy color spacẽXYZ.

The gradual number corresponding to every fuzzy colorC̃ is obtained by assign-
ing toα the cardinality of theα-cut of the fuzzy subset of pixels with color̃C. Since
the fuzzy subset of pixels with color̃C is finite, in practice we need only a finite
number of cuts for representing the gradual number. However, this number may be
large, so in some cases it may be interesting to consider justa fixed collection of
cuts with equidistant values ofα. See [17] for further discussion on that.

Let us remark that the gradual integer number can be easily transformed into a
gradual rational number by dividing the number associated to each levelα by the
total number of pixels in the image. This is convenient when we want the histogram
to represent proportions instead of absolute values. We shall see examples in section
4.3.

Finally, usual image processing operations performed on crisp histograms can be
extended directly to gradual histograms by using definition3, i.e., by applying the
operation in each level.
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4.2 Linguistic histogram

Let X̃YZ be a fuzzy color space. Let us consider a collection of fuzzy linguistic
quantifiersSQ = {Q1 . . .Qk} provided by the user, likeAround 10% or Most, repre-
sented by appropriate fuzzy subsets of the unit interval, and Between 50 and 100,
represented by appropriate fuzzy subsets of the non-negative integers.

Definition 5. A linguistic color histogram is a functionhL that assigns a linguistic
quantifier fromSQ to every fuzzy color inX̃YZ.

We consider user-defined quantifiers in order to improve understandability, since
accuracy of the linguistic approach is always worst than that of the gradual approach.

In order to obtain the quantifier for every fuzzy colorC̃, we take the gradual
number associated tõC in the gradual color histogram (an accurate representation
of cardinality) and we calculate the compatibility betweenthis gradual number and
every quantifier inSQ. The quantifier that yields maximum compatibility is then
chosen to represent the linguistic amount or proportion of pixels having color in
the linguistic histogram. The compatibility is calculatedby evaluating the accom-
plishment degree of the quantified statementQi of pixels in the image are painted
in C̃, by using the method introduced in [18] as follows: let(Λ,ρ) be the gradual
number representing the cardinality of the fuzzy subset of pixels with colorC̃. Let
Λ = {α1, . . . ,αr} with 1 = α1 > α2 > · · · > αr > αr+1 = 0, with r > 0. Then the
evaluation ofQi of pixels in the image are painted in C̃ is a number in[0,1] given
by equation 4

∑
αi∈Λ

(αi −αi+1)×Q(ρ(αi)) (4)

4.3 A first synthetic example

Our first example, taken from [17], allows us to illustrate the differences between the
different approaches to cardinality of fuzzy sets discussed in section 3. The fuzzy
color space employed here, described in [17], is not that of section 2, but this is
unimportant for our purpose in this first example. Figure 2 shows two images, the
first one containing eight colors in the kernel of different fuzzy colors. Let̃C1, . . . ,C̃8

denote these colors, from left to right and top to bottom (see[17] for a definition of
the membership functions). In the second one we have four colors that are compati-
ble to a degree 0.5 with two of the eight fuzzy colors in the first image.

Table 1 shows the (relative) cardinality of the fuzzy set of pixels painted in each
fuzzy color in both images, using different approaches. Theresult is the same for
all the fuzzy colors in both images by the way they have been defined. In the case
of image A, since the eight crisp colors employed are in the kernel of fuzzy colors,
the sets of pixels painted in every fuzzy color are crisp, andhence a crisp cardi-
nality is obtained. In particular, the fuzzy number for image A is the same despite
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Fig. 2 Two synthetic images.

the method employed for calculating it. In the gradual approach, crisp results are
represented by the fact that only the levelα = 1 is necessary, since all the levels
are assigned the same cardinality (in this case, 1/8). In thecase of the quantifier,
any quantifier having 1/8 in its core will give a result of 1 in the evaluation of the
quantified sentence. We assume here that the user has predefined a collection of
quantifiers of the formAround x %, with x ∈ [0,1] corresponding to some kind of
fuzzy partition of the unit interval. Under this assumption, Around 12.5% is a tri-
angular fuzzy number/quantifier with kernel 1/8 with appropriate specificity for the
user. Of course, in this particular case, it is clear that a quantifier Exactly 12.5%
would have been a better choice.

Quantifier Around 12.5% Around 0% or Around 25%

Gradual 1 7→ 1/8 1 7→ 0
0.5 7→ 1/4

Fuzzy number1/(1/8) 1/0 +∑0<x≤1/4 0.5/x

Scalar 1/8 1/8

Image A Image B

Table 1 Cardinalities (same for all fuzzy colors̃C1, . . . ,C̃8) in the Color Histograms obtained for
images A and B in figure 2 by using different approaches to cardinality.

In the case of image B, the first thing to highlight is the fact that the scalar car-
dinality yields the same result than that of image A. However, the perception of the
colors that appear in the image and the corresponding frequencies is very different
in both images, the only possible frequencies being intuitively 1/8 in image A, and 0
and 1/4 in image B. This example illustrates how the sigma-count is not an accurate
measure in general. Notice also that using a threshold below1/2 does not solve the
problem.

The fuzzy cardinality provided is the one that would be provided by most existing
methods, and represents the notion of approximatelyBetween 0 and 1/4. Though a
suitable information for a human user, it is not an accurate representation, since
there is no chance that the cardinality is other than 0 or 1/4.However, notice that it
yields a different result than that for image A, and hence it is more accurate than the
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sigma-count. As a final remark, the fuzzy cardinality definedin [2] and employed
in [17] gives a fuzzy set 0.5/0+ 0.5/(1/4) which is not a fuzzy number since it
is neither normalized nor convex. This is more accurate thana fuzzy number and,
though good enough to be easily understandable by a human, this is not always the
case, as the fuzzy set can have a large support. Hence, it is a kind of compromise
between accuracy and understandability.

The gradual approach gives also a different result for both images, in this case
representing accurately the only possible cardinalities in both images, associated
to different levels. In addition, this representation is very easy to use for further
calculations, since we have a crisp number in each level, andany kind of calculation
to be employed is performed independently in each level following definition 3. The
results obtained in each level can later be summarized usingtechniques similar to
those employed here to provide a quantifier from a gradual number.

Finally, the evaluation of quantified sentences would provide for image B a ful-
filment degree of 0.5 for both triangular quantifiersAround 0% andAround 25%.
This is in consonance with our intuition about the possible cardinalities in image B.
Here, two different options are to choose one of them on the basis of other applica-
tion or user-specific information (for example, whether we prefer to be conservative
or not with respect to the amount of colors), or to give both ofthem. Notice that this
case is rather unfrequent, and it is motivated by the fact that very specific, synthetic
images with particular memberships have been employed.

4.4 A real example

Let us consider the real image in figure 3. We are not giving fuzzy and gradual
results here because of lack of space, being also little informative in a real case to the
user. We have considered a collection of ten triangular relative quantifiers defining
a fuzzy partition in Ruspini’s sense, with kernels being thepercentages 0, 1, 2, 3,
4, 12, 25, 50, 75, and 100. Let us denote byQPx the quantifier with kernelx. Table
2 shows the (approximate) value obtained by evaluation of the quantified sentences
QPx of the pixels are painted in color C̃ for every fuzzy colorC̃ in the fuzzy color
space associated to the ISCC-NBS Basic set of colors explained in section 2. The
last column contains the values of the linguistic histogram.

Let us remark that the addition of the result of the evaluation of quantified sen-
tences is not necessarily 1, since these are not frequenciesbut values of compati-
bility between cardinality and quantifiers. Similarly, theaddition of the quantities
indicated in the linguistic histogram is not expected to be 100% in general, since
these are fuzzy sets around the value. Specificity also play arole here, for example,
the collection of quantifiers employed here “jumps” from 4% to 12%, hence the lat-
ter quantifier is much less specific than those between 0-4%. In practice, we are just
working on the basis of the quantifiers the user is interestedin, his/her vocabulary,
and the results may vary depending on the number and definition of quantifiers, and
the fuzzy color space employed. However, we think that the results are compati-
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Fig. 3 Parrot image.

Fuzzy Color Quantifiers Linguistic Histogram
C̃ QP0 QP1 QP2 QP3 QP4 QP12 QP25 QP50 QP75 QP100 hL(C̃)

Pink 0.47 0.29 0.14 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0 Around 0%
Red 0.20 0.25 0.16 0.15 0.21 0 0 0 0 0 Around 1%
Orange 0 0.03 0.11 0.06 0.31 0.43 0.03 0 0 0 Around 12%
Brown 0.12 0.17 0.10 0.09 0.22 0.25 0.01 0 0 0 Around 12%
Yellow 0 0 0.13 0.14 0.39 0.32 0 0 0 0 Around 12%
Olive 0 0 0 0 0.02 0.19 0.35 0.41 0.01 0 Around 50%
Green 0.10 0.12 0.13 0.15 0.16 0.13 0.05 0 0 0 Around 4%
Blue 0.25 0.26 0.22 0.23 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 Around 1%
Violet 0.47 0.42 0.09 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Around 0%
Purple 0.73 0.16 0.08 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 Around 0%
White 0.85 0.08 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Around 0%
Gray 0.03 0.21 0.13 0.10 0.18 0.26 0.05 0 0 0 Around 12%
Black 0 0 0 0 0 0.06 0.62 0.31 0 0 Around 25%

Table 2 Evaluation of quantified sentences and linguistic color histogram for figure 3.

ble with what we can see in the image. Finally, choosing more than one quantifier
when the difference in the accomplishment degree is very lowcan be an interesting
alternative in some cases, like in the case of the fuzzy colorGreen.

5 Conclusions and future work

Different color histograms of images, based on different approaches to the cardi-
nality of fuzzy sets, may be applied depending on the use theyare intended. We
propose to use gradual histograms when the result is to be employed as the basis for
further calculation in the setting of image processing and analysis, whilst we con-
sider linguistic histograms more appropriate when the information is to be given to
the user. As future work we plan to use these histograms in developing applications
for linguistic description of images and image informationretrieval.
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